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George Shillibeer, the father of
the London omnibus, was born in
Tottenham Court Road on 11 August
1797, the son of Abraham and
Elizabeth Shillibeer and christened in St Marys Church, Marylebone on 22 October 1797. Not much
is known about his early life,
although it is known that he
signed up for naval service and
attained the rank of midshipman.
He did not remain long in the
navy, quitting the service and
joining Hatchett's, a coach building firm in Long Acre, where he
trained in the art of coachbuilding. In 1818 he married Elizabeth
Brown and later had two children.
After completing his training he
moved to Paris and started in
business on his own account.
Left: Portrait of George Shillibeer in later
life. (LTHL collection/public domain).
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In the "Omnibus and Cabs" book published in the 1880's, Shillibeer is
quoted as saying that omnibus coaches were running in Paris in 1819 and
that he produced some of the coaches before he returned to London in 1829,
however, there is no proof that there were any omnibus routes running at
all inside the city of Paris at this time. French sources state that
during the period 1819-1827 several applications seeking to establish such
routes inside the city were turned down because of worries that the large
coaches would block the narrow streets. At this time these large
stagecoaches in France were divided into three compartments - "coupé" at
the front, "berline" in the middle and "rotonde" at the back, for
different classes of passenger.
In January 1828, however, the Paris authorities had a change of heart and
accepted Stanislas Baudry's (with associates) application for running 100
"omnibuses" on 18 routes inside Paris. 10 routes were opened in April
1828, the first omnibuses to run in the French capital, although the
coaches first used in Paris were the large three-horse coaches with three
compartments. Baudry had commenced running coaches originally in Nantes
and the name “omnibus” was first applied to a public carriage in Nantes
by Baudry’s company. His Paris company was called "Entreprise Générale
des Omnibus".
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A large French coach with three compartments as introduced in Paris from 1828. These carriages
were too large for the narrow Parisian streets and Stanislas Baudry commissioned Shillibeer
to design a more practical coach for Paris, which eventually replaced them. (LTHL collection).
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In 1827 Baudry, financed by Jacques Lafitte, a banker and promoter of
omnibuses, had commissioned Shillibeer to design a superior carriage and
in August 1828 the first omnibus vehicles with just one class and one
compartment with longitudinal seats and rear entrance to Shillibeer's
design appeared in Paris. Following the success of his design, Shillibeer
recognized the potential of omnibus services in major cities. He sold his
French business and returned to England later in 1828, taking the name
“omnibus” with him.
He set up his coachbuilding practice in premises in Bury Street,
Bloomsbury where he commenced to construct his first omnibus along the
lines of his French design. In a printed memorandum dated 3rd April 1829
to John Thornton, the Chairman of the Board of Stamps (from whom a licence
to operate in London was required), Shillibeer announced that he was
engaged "....in building two vehicles after the manner of the recently
established French omnibus...”, the first recorded use of the word
"omnibus" as a designation of a vehicle in Great Britain.
Shillibeer’s first difficulty was that hackney carriages had an exclusive
monopoly on licensing in central London, forcing him to run his route
outside their jurisdiction. On Saturday, 4 July 1829, Shillibeer's first
two omnibuses commenced to ply for hire in London and introduced a new
type of vehicle to the roads of Great Britain. This date is generally
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This 1850’s lithograph shows one of the Entreprise Générales des Omnibus coaches designed
by Shillibeer in service. The company was founded by Stanislas Baudry, although mounting
pressures forced him to commit suicide in 1830 and the company was carried on by his
associates. Note the similarities with Shillibeer’s first omnibuses even in the 1850’s.
(LTHL collection).
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regarded as the start of omnibus history. Staffed by ex-naval men, they
ran from the Yorkshire Stingo, Paddington to the Bank of England,
travelling via the newly built "New Road" (now Marylebone Rd), Somers
Town and City Rd. Four services were provided in each direction daily.
This service was described in the first advertisements as being "upon the
Parisian mode" and that "a person of great respectability attended his
vehicle as Conductor". The fare charged was one shilling with four trips
daily in each direction almost a third of that charged by the stage
coaches and within a few months the service was well established and
successful. The name used by Shillibeer was "Omnibus" and it was London's
first true omnibus service.
His first omnibuses were box-like structures pulled by three horses
abreast, with a rear entrance on which the conductor stood. Seating for
20-22 passengers was on longitudinal benches with passengers facing each
other. Later vehicles, including those of other operators, were generally
smaller, pulled by just two horses.
The carriage of passengers for short distances was not new; several
short-stage coaches (which ran from point to point) had operated in London
for many years. What was new, and which constituted an omnibus service,
was that it plied for hire along the route, picking up and setting down
passengers in the street. This removed the need to book in advance, as
had been the practice with stagecoaches, or wait for long periods at
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A contemporary illustration showing Shillibeer’s first “omnibus”. It was pulled by three
horses and seated up to 22 passengers on longitudinal seats who entered from the rear. Here
the “conductor” helps a lady on board. (LTHL collection).
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various boarding points. The venture was an immediate success and although
the legality of it was challenged, the Stage Carriage Act of 1832 (which
also brought about the end of the Hackney Carriage monopoly) permitted
the practice.
Shillibeer's success with weekly takings reportedly in excess of £100
prompted others to take up the idea and competition was immediate, many
adopted the name "shillibeer" as a description of their service and for
a while it seemed that this name would pass into the English language in
preference to the name "omnibus", but circumstances dictated otherwise.
By the end of the year Shillibeer himself had twelve omnibuses running
in London.
In 1832 William Morton, a Southwell innkeeper, entered into partnership
with Shillibeer, although the partnership was dissolved by mutual consent
in January 1834, Morton taking the “New Road” omnibuses as his share.
In 1833 omnibus drivers and conductors were compelled by Act of Parliament
to take out licences.
After the failure of the partnership with Morton, Shillibeer decided on
a fresh start and introduced a service to Greenwich and Woolwich with 20
omnibuses.Throughout his career as an omnibus proprietor Shillibeer had
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struggled with debts and was in and out of prison for non payment of taxes
and on one occcasion had to flee to France to escape his creditors,
although he continued on in business. One of the main difficulties in
collecting his takings was that there was no reliable method of accounting
just how much a particular conductor had taken and it is said that many
dishonestly pocketed a good proportion. The cost of stabling and
maintaining a stud of horses was also prohibitive. In 1836 the opening of
the London and Greenwich Railway was the final straw and his business was
decimated to such an extent that he was unable to recover and was finally
ruined.
He subsequently started a new career and set up as an undertaker in City
Road and became so well known that the use of "shillibeer" as a
description of an omnibus service was swiftly dropped and replaced with
"omnibus", which has endured to this day. He also developed and patented
a new type of funeral carriage, which combined a passenger vehicle with
a hearse, again modelled on a French idea and considerably reduced the
price of funerals.
He died at Brighton on 21 August 1866.
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